Most flexible platform for rapid deployment of advanced Business Intelligence and Analytic Solutions across any data source

arcplan Enterprise is arcplan’s enabling platform for building and deploying custom Business Intelligence (BI) solutions and analytic applications. As the BI and analytics industry’s most flexible product for building and deploying personalized, customer-centric business intelligence and analytics applications, customers across the globe have chosen arcplan as their environment for rapidly deploying solutions without compromise – applications that become an integral part of managing corporate performance and streamlining operations.

With arcplan Enterprise, organizations can:

- Enable reporting, dashboarding, ad hoc analysis, scorecarding and forecasting in a single application
- Offer personalized user interfaces and analysis functions based on specific user groups (e.g. Executives, Financial Analysts, Operations and LOB Managers)
- Deploy analytic solutions in any environment and across heterogeneous environments – SAP, Oracle, IBM, Microsoft, etc.
- Perform Federated Queries against data warehouse and operational data
- Write-back across all data sources e.g. for planning and forecasting
- Seamlessly integrate with industry-leading enterprise portals
- Integrate 3rd party tools and content from any Web 2.0 open service – deploying advanced mashup solutions – further extending the value of analytic arcplan deployments with open collaboration across the extended organization
- Minimize IT costs with one of the industry’s lowest TCO platforms for optimizing the value from existing IT investments

Beyond traditional reporting – one solution, scalable to all user groups within the extended organization

arcplan Enterprise addresses the business intelligence and analytic needs of the organization across multiple users and applications, with demonstrated success in analysis, reporting and enterprise performance management deployments. The flexibility of arcplan Enterprise allows solutions to evolve to match the ever-changing needs of executives, financial analysts and line of business managers without rebuilding the underlying data models or adopting new, disconnected technologies.

“arcplan Enterprise 6 represents another strong offering from arcplan with continued emphasis around data integration and open access to data sources – both internal and external. arcplan has truly taken an approach that enables real time, process- and service-oriented analytics that meet the requirements of business analysts and end users regarding a Web 2.0-bound BI environment.”

Dr. Wolfgang Martin, leading European analyst in the BI/CPM area, founder of Wolfgang Martin Team

Broadest Availability

arcplan Enterprise 6 is available for Windows® and various Unix®/Linux distributions. It is available as 32 bit and 64 bit implementation.

arcplan Enterprise provides bi-directional connectivity to various SAP data sources, including SAP BW. It also connects to various other data sources including the Oracle suite (including any Oracle database, Oracle OLAP, Hyperion Essbase, Hyperion Financial Management, Hyperion Enterprise), IBM (Applix TM1, IBM DB2 UDB, DB2 Cube Views, DB2 OLAP Server), Microsoft (SQL Server & Microsoft Analysis Services), any ODBC, OLE DB, XMLA, XML or any Web-service / SOA with an open API.

For more details about availability for your requirements, visit our web site or contact our sales team at salesUS@arcplan.com for Americas or sales@arcplan.com for Europe or APAC.
Key Features

- Graphical user interface for creating financial reports, dashboards, scorecards, budgeting and planning, and analysis solutions
- Custom report development and analysis through arcplan’s Application Designer component
- Drag and drop connectivity to 23 disparate data sources – relational and multidimensional – including SAP, Oracle, Microsoft, IBM
- Enterprise scalability, with load-balanced three-tier architecture to support distributed deployments across the enterprise
- SOA enabled, with full support of web-services and other open standards
- Bi-directional data communication including write-back to source data
- Support for multiple languages and multiple currencies
- Automated report distribution and alerts
- Multiple printing and exporting options, including collated executive briefing books in PDF or PowerPoint
- Windows Integrated Authentication — support for seamless Single Sign On
- Spreadsheet add-in for Microsoft Office experts, via arcplan Excel Analytics®

Benefits

- Secure, scalable architecture — Deployments designed to scale across the extended organization
- Superior flexibility — Create graphically rich, personalized solutions for specific user groups
- Non-Traditional Analysis — Ability to support in-process, in-memory analytics for compound computations
- Open approach and interoperability — Support for Web 2.0 sources as both consumer and producer of content
- Rapid deployment — typical arcplan solution deployment measured in weeks not months
- Low TCO — Single toolset supporting multiple applications
- Minimal infrastructure investment — cross platform support integrates with existing ERP, data sources and other corporate environments

arcplan’s flexibility integrates multiple report and analysis types into a single, cohesive end-user experience, inclusive of collated, executive briefing books in multiple formats.

About arcplan

arcplan is a leading independent business intelligence solution provider delivering timely, contextual and actionable information that empowers businesses to improve operational performance while leveraging existing infrastructure. Since 1993, arcplan has enabled more than 2,500 customers worldwide to achieve organizational efficiency through the powerful combination of information and analysis proving beneficial to the bottom line.

Get more information at www.arcplan.com.

arcplan’s flagship product arcplan Enterprise® was rated the #1 3rd party tool for SAP BW, Essbase, and TM1 in The BI Survey 8 (2009).